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ABSTRACT
Safety assessment of structures and/or critical infrastructures is a key factor in post-seismic
decision-making. In this context we present a performance-based framework for modeling
time-variant vulnerability of reinforced concrete buildings during aftershock sequences.
Structural damage is associated with first eigenperiod elongation, a performance metric
whose measurement can complement visual inspection and assessment of structural health
as a post-seismic operative tool. The proposed framework is applied for a series of
reinforced concrete building models and two aftershock sequences. Damage states are
defined using thresholds of period elongation. Numerical models of the buildings in each
damage state are considered and their fragility curves are computed. The time-variant
vulnerability is modeled with Markov chain as a function of the characteristics of the
aftershocks sequence. Finally, the probabilities of the damage states are computed as a
function of time during two real aftershock sequences.
Keywords: reinforced concrete, structural degradation, seismic vulnerability, time variation,
cascading events, aftershock sequence
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1. INTRODUCTION
Earthquakes are the principal cause of degradation of the properties of structural elements in
reinforced concrete (RC) buildings. Stiffness degradation is one of the reasons that modern
seismic codes, such as Eurocode 8 [1], demand the stiffness of structural elements to be
taken into account with its effective value, which equals a portion of the stiffness of the
geometric section of each member. Apart from stiffness degradation, an increase of the
damping ratio of the building may accompany seismic damage and affect its response.
Another source of structural degradation is the aging effect and the natural deterioration of
the structural materials. Pitilakis et al. [2] estimated the detrimental effect of the corrosion of
steel reinforcement with time-dependent fragility curves of multistory buildings. SanchezSilva et al. [3] proposed a stochastic model that takes into account the effect of gradual nonseismic deterioration of structural materials along with the structural deterioration due to
sudden events such as earthquakes and highlighted the importance of both modes of
deterioration.
For the case of earthquake clusters such as aftershock sequences, Iervolino et al. [4]
developed a probabilistic damage accumulation model for elastic-perfectly plastic singledegree-of-freedom (SDOF) structures and estimated the failure probability as an increasing
function of time. Repeated earthquakes and the subsequent damage accumulation may lead
to an increase of the inelastic displacement demand of SDOF systems and an increased
ratio of the inelastic displacement to the maximum displacement of the elastic system [5].
According to Miranda and Ruiz-Garcia [6], degrading SDOF structures have higher strength
and ductility demands than non-degrading structures, when excited by seismic input with a
predominant period which is higher than their natural period. Mouyiannou et al. [7] assessed
damage accumulation in masonry buildings due to the 2010-2012 Canterbury earthquake
sequence and proposed state-dependent fragility curves for masonry buildings with preexisting damage.
One way of quantifying the structural degradation of a building is through the elongation
of its fundamental period. Cracking of reinforced concrete elements due to static loads, in
addition to the presence of infill walls, is considered to affect significantly the elongation of
the natural period of buildings [8]. Katsanos et al. [9] estimated that period elongation does
not exceed 1.2 and 1.7 for the design earthquake and twice the design earthquake,
respectively, in the case of moment resisting frames and dual structural system multi-story
buildings designed with Eurocode 8. Only in extreme cases of severely degrading buildings a
ratio of 2.0 was estimated. Katsanos and Sextos [10] proposed an empirical function for
period elongation based on the structural period and the force-reduction factor. Moreover,
they showed that Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) has a low correlation with the
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predominant inelastic period in contrast to spectral acceleration. Based on measurements in
damaged buildings after the 2011 Lorca earthquake Vidal et al. [11] proposed relationships
for the period of the damaged buildings as a function of the number of stories. According to
these relationships the period elongation is independent of the number of stories and equals
20 %, 43 % and 65 % for EMS [12] damage grades 1, 2 and 3-4. These results are
approximately equal to observations by Dunand et al. [13] for equivalent damage levels, who
were certainly the first who associated the classical in-situ red-orange-green traffic light
classification of damaged buildings with period elongation after the 2003 Boumerdes, Algeria
earthquake. The period elongation ratio has been observed to be proportional to the stiffness
and the force-reduction factor (ratio of the maximum seismic force to yield force) of SDOF
oscillators [9], while the effect of earthquake magnitude, distance and soil conditions has
been estimated to be of minor significance.
Jeon et al. [14] have developed aftershock fragility curves for reinforced concrete
buildings in California. These aftershock fragility curves give the probability to exceed
damage thresholds given the intensity measure and an existing damage state caused by the
mainshock. Their most interesting finding is that buildings with damage caused by the
mainshock, which is less or equal to moderate, have less than 4 % additional probability to
develop severe damage in the aftershock sequence. Ebrahimian et al. [15] developed a
performance-based framework in order to make operative forecasts for the first day after the
mainshock. They computed event-dependent fragility curves and estimated the daily risk of
exceeding of damage thresholds using synthetic aftershock sequences, which were
generated with the Epidemic Type Aftershock Sequence model. Yeo and Cornell [16]
introduced Aftershock Probabilistic Hazard Analysis and assessed the vulnerability of a
building in a series of damage states in order to assess the time-variant probability of
collapse. They also employed Markov chain analysis to estimate financial losses due to
structural damage. The probability of collapse and financial loses constitute the input of their
decision tree analysis framework for earthquake risk management.
The variation of the vulnerability immediately after the mainshock is a key factor in postseismic decision-making. Given that reinforced concrete buildings may accumulate damage
during aftershock sequences and become more vulnerable, it is necessary to employ
procedures, which estimate the variation of seismic vulnerability during aftershock timeperiods. The presentation of such a procedure is the aim of this article. This article, in
contrast to previous work on this topic, focuses mainly on an efficient operative method
proposed for assessing time-variant vulnerability during aftershock sequences. This method
is based on the assessment of resonance frequency shift, which can be related to damage
states ([11], [13]) and the associated variation of fragility curves. Period elongation
assessment can be used complementary and in support of visual inspection of buildings and
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expert judgment after a damaging earthquake. Furthermore, the proposed framework could
be used to update vulnerability functions in an early-warning protocol (e.g. [17]). The building
models considered herein are representative of critical infrastructures such as the Port of
Thessaloniki, which is the site of one of the case studies. The structural health of such
buildings is often monitored with proper instrumentation. Since structural degradation can be
observed and localized through eigenfrequency variation ([18], [19], [20]), we have defined
damage-state thresholds in terms of the relative increase of the period, as measured before
an earthquake in the undamaged building and afterwards in the damaged building. The
reduced stiffness of the structural elements of the degraded building models and period
elongation is expressed as a function of total and maximum inter-story drift computed by
non-linear time-history analyses. Once the relationships between maximum inter-story drift
and period elongation have been estimated, the thresholds of the damage states are defined
using period elongation values and the fragility curves of the original and degraded models
are computed. The fragility curves are subsequently used to compute state transition
probabilities in the Markov chain used to model the time-variation of vulnerability. The
probabilities of the considered damage states are finally computed in the cases of two real
aftershock sequences as application examples of the proposed framework, a detailed risk
analysis with the proposed framework or a sensitivity analysis of its results are out of the
scope of this article.

2. BUILDING MODELS
A series of low-rise and mid-rise reinforced concrete building models (Fig. 1) is selected as
representative of typological categories in Greece [21]. The models are being referred to as
C1L, C1M, etc. using the naming convention in HAZUS [22] according to building type. The
characteristics of the selected models are summarized in Table 1 and include low-code and
low-rise models of buildings with a structural system of bare (C1L) and regularly infilled (C3L)
moment resisting frames, shear walls equivalent system (C2L) of frames coupled with shear
walls carrying more than 65 % of the base seismic shear force [23]; a mid-rise C1M type
building models with low, moderate and high seismic code design; and a mid-rise low-code
C2M building model. The rationale behind including bare frame in the analyses is that
although the presence of infill walls is generally regarded as beneficial for the structure, when
their layout is regular [21], it has been shown that their presence may be detrimental and
their modeling can be challenging [24]. As far as the period of the C1M high-code building
model is concerned (Table 1), it is higher than the periods of the C1M low- and moderatecode building models because of smaller dimensions of the seismic load-bearing structural
members contrary to what would be expected. Low-code design level refers to seismic
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design according to the first seismic code that came into effect in Greece in 1959, while
moderate design level is according to 1985’s Supplementary Clauses and high-code level
corresponds to design with the Greek seismic code of 2001 [25]. The provisions of the 2001
code bear similarities to EN 1998-1 [23] and demand capacity design with structural member
detailing for ductile behavior aiming for energy dissipation in the seismic resisting system and
plastic building collapse mechanisms. According to a 2001 survey, 32 % of the building stock
of Greece predated the 1959 code, 46 % was constructed between 1959 and 1985, when a
new seismic code was introduced, under which 22 % of the stock was built [26]. Based on
more recent data in the city of Grevena in Greece, the reinforced concrete buildings built
after 1959, 1985 and 2001 consist 49 %, 11 %, and 19 % of the building stock, respectively
[27].
Three types of analyses are performed with OpenSees [28]: fiber, modal and non-linear
time-history analyses. All building models are two-dimensional and p-delta effects are not
included in the analyses. Although simplified 2D models are unable to account for effects
related to irregularities such as torsion, it has been shown that they can be used to make an
effective estimation of losses of real 3D structures [21]. The fiber analyses are employed to
compute the yield moment and curvature of each structural element through a bilinear
approximation of the numerical results. This data is then used in non-linear analyses to
model the inelastic response of the elements with a distributed plasticity model of hysteretic
response with stiffness degradation. Pinching in the moment-curvature loops is used only for
the structural walls with a factor of 0.3 assuming a strong pinching effect. The infill walls are
modeled with double diagonal struts with a compressive strength of 3.2 MPa and an elastic
modulus of 3.2 GPa. Modal analyses are used to compute the fundamental period of the
models in their undamaged and damaged states. In the total mass of each model, which is
assumed to remain constant as the building deteriorates, the mass corresponding to
structural elements, infill walls, live and dead loads of the slab floors are included. According
to the code for interventions in existing buildings in Greece [29] in inelastic analyses the
bending stiffness (EI) of structural elements should be taken into account equal the secant
stiffness at yield, which is averagely 25 % or less of the stiffness (EIg) of the geometric uncracked section [23]. Since a hysteretic law with stiffness degradation is used for bending
behavior in the dynamic analyses, which models stiffness degradation after yield, the
stiffness of the elements is taken into account equal to a fraction of the un-cracked stiffness,
which fits the moment-curvature results of the fiber analysis. In all time-history analyses
Rayleigh damping is used with a 5 % ratio and the effect of structural degradation on the
damping of the structure is ignored in the absence of relevant guidelines.
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Fig. 1 Configuration of the studied building models representing reinforced concrete
buildings in Greece

Table 1 Details of the studied building models
Building
Type
C1L
C2L
C3L
C1M
C1M
C1M
C2M

Structural System
Moment resisting frames
Shear walls equivalent
Regularly infilled frames
Moment resisting frames
Shear walls equivalent

Height
(number of stories)
Low-rise (2)

Seismic
Design Level
Low code

Mid-rise (4)
Moderate code
High code
Low code

T1,orig. (s)
0.48
0.18
0.20
0.61
0.62
0.64
0.38
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3. FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION
The variation of the vulnerability of the studied buildings during an aftershock sequence is
modeled probabilistically through seven steps, which include the group of interconnected
actions shown in Fig. 2:
1. Inelastic time-history analyses of the undamaged building model prior to the main shock
are performed in the context of Probabilistic Seismic Demand Analysis with excitations
leading to structural response, which ranges ideally from elastic to extensively inelastic.
2. The stiffness degradation of element sections is estimated as a function of total drift and
the degraded stiffness of the structural elements in the drift range of interest (e.g. 10-4 - 6·102

) is computed. A series of modal analyses is performed, each corresponding to the state of

the building at each drift value considered. In each modal analysis the degraded stiffness of
element sections is computed with the estimated functions leading to the estimation of the
first eigenperiod of the equivalent linear model of the degraded building (T1,deg.) and leading
to period elongation as a function of drift. This step is analyzed further in section 4.
3. The damage state thresholds are defined in terms of elongation of the first eigenperiod of
the original building model (T1,orig.) due to structural degradation and corresponding story drift.
The degraded building models are formed by computing the stiffness of element sections at
the defined period elongation thresholds and are then analyzed with the same set of
excitations used to analyze the initial state model.
4. The fragility curves of the building models in selected damage states (DS = j, j = 1-m) are
computed. The intensity measures (IM) for which the fragility curves are computed in this
study are the PGA,
5. For each seismic event (Magnitude-distance pair) in the sequence (i = 1-n) the
corresponding intensity measure (ai), e.g. PGA, is computed with a suitable Ground Motion
Prediction Equation (GMPE) based on [30] or [31] for Europe. Most of the results of the
presented application of the framework are based on the use of PGA as intensity measure
rather than spectral response values, as it is considered more convenient for seismic crisis
management.
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Fig. 2 Flowchart of the proposed framework modeling time-variant seismic vulnerability with
consequent steps numbered in bold and described in the text
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6. The probability of exceedance of each threshold for the intensity measure values that
correspond to the events in the catalog (catalog to be defined) is computed with the fragility
curves of the building models in the considered damaged states (numbered 1 to m). The
probabilities of exceedance are then used to compute the elements of Markov chain
transition matrices according to Chioccarelli and Iervolino [32] considering mutually exclusive
and totally exhaustive states [33]. The Markov chain is used to model time-variant
vulnerability considering that a building during an aftershock sequence is a system going
through a chain of events or states, in which every following state depends only on the
current state. Equation 1 gives the general form of the transition matrices (T(ti)):

!!

!!

!!!(!")
0
=
…
0

!!"(!")
!!!(!")
…
0

…
…
…
…

!!!(!")
!!!(!")
…
1
(1)

The first index denotes the original state and the second index the state to which the systems
transitions. Firstly, the elements of the last column are computed with Equation 2:
!!"!
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= ! !"(!!) = !!|!!"

!!!!

= !, !"

!!

= !!
(2)

Equation 2 gives the probability of exceeding the threshold of the highest considered
damage state (DS = m) at the time of a seismic event (ti), given that the building is in a lower
damage state (DS = j, j < m) at the previous time-step (ti-1). This value is equal to the value of
the fragility curve (of the building model in damage state j) for damage state m, which
corresponds to the value of the intensity measure (ai). Pjm is equal to the probability of
transition from damage state j to damage state m for the given ai intensity measure.
Subsequently, the elements of each matrix between the diagonal and the last column are
computed with Equation 3:
!!"!
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= ! !"

!!

= !!|!!"

!!!!

= !, !"

!!

= !! − ! !"

!!

= ! + 1!|!!"

!!!!

= !, !"
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(3)
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Equation 3 gives the probability of transition from damage state j to damage state k, i.e. the
probability to exceed the threshold of damage state k but not the threshold of state k+1,
given that the building is in damage state j (j < k). Both terms of the right hand side of
Equation 3 are the fragilities, which result for the value of the intensity measure (ai). The first
and the second term of Equation 3 are equal to the value of the fragility curves (of the
building model in damage state j) for damage states k and k+1, respectively. Finally, the
diagonal elements are computed with Equation 4:
!!!!

!!

= 1 − ! !"(!!) = ! + 1!|!!"

!!!!

= !, !"

!!

= !!
(4)

The diagonal elements (Pjj) are equal to the probability to remain in damage state j and not
exceed the threshold of damage state j+1 for an intensity measure equal to ai and given that
the building is in state j. Similarly to Equation 3, the second term of the right hand side of
Equation 4 is a fragility. Elements below the diagonal are assumed to be equal to zero
excluding the event of transitioning to a lower damage state and a decrease of structural
period after stiffness degradation has taken place. Therefore the Markov chain is irreducible
and does not have a stationary distribution. One transition matrix is computed for each
seismic event in the sequence as a function of the intensity measure (ai) and one series of
matrices is computed for each building model. Given that the values of the elements of the
transition matrix are time-dependent, as they depend on the value of the intensity measure
for each seismic event, the Markov chain is time inhomogeneous.
7. The probability of the building being in a damage state at the time points of the aftershocks
is computed with a discrete time Markov chain with a discrete time space using the
computed transition matrices as follows:
!

!! !"!" = 1 !… !!! !"!" = ! ! = ! 1!!0 … !!0

!(!")
!

(5)
Zero values have been assigned to all the elements of the starting vector in the right hand
side of Equation 5 with the exception of the first element of the vector, which is equal to 1.0.
By this it is assumed that the building before the first seismic event of the sequence is in its
first state, which here is considered its original undamaged state. With Equation 5 it is also
possible to compute the probabilities of being in the defined damage states in the case that
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the building is in a higher damage state before any event in the sequence of seismic events
by assigning the 1.0 value to the corresponding element of the vector.

4. PERIOD ELONGATION-BASED FRAGILITY CURVES
Damage states are defined based on threshold values of the elongation of the first
eigenperiod of the building (ΔΤ1). The selected thresholds correspond to the elongation of the
period of buildings after the 2011 Lorca earthquake, which sustained damage with a grade of
1 to 4 in the EMS scale [11]. The advantage of using ΔT1 thresholds is that, since the
elongation of the first eigenperiod of a building can be measured by means of
instrumentation immediately after the main shock, condition-based damage assessment can
be available remotely and in real time without the need for inspection. These damage states
are defined using the results of the same set of non-linear analyses used for the computation
of the fragility curves of the building in its original state.
4.1. Seismic input time-histories

The time-history analyses are performed to assess the performance of the structure
assuming fixed conditions at its base, where the seismic excitation is applied. The
probabilistic model, which is used for the seismic demand, is formulated with the ground
motion bin approach [34]. Fourteen bins of time-histories are used as input in the time-history
analyses and each bin includes 15 synthetic acceleration time histories. A different
magnitude-distance combination corresponds to each bin and the used combinations are
shown in Fig. 3b.The time-histories of each bin were generated using as average target
spectrum the mean acceleration response spectrum, which results from the GMPE of
Ambraseys et al. [35] for the bin’s magnitude-distance combination. The selected GMPE has
been used in [2] to define reference spectra in the context of fragility analysis of reinforced
concrete buildings in Greece. By using synthetic accelerograms it is taken into account that
the frequency content of the accelerograms corresponds to the selected magnitude and
distance. The synthetic time-histories were generated with SeismoArtif [36], which
implements a method based on [37]. The PGA of each of the 14 target spectra ranges from
0.5 m/s2 to 14.3 m/s2, however individual time histories have a wider range exceeding 20.0
m/s2 (Fig. 3a). The time-histories of the last three bins have extremely high PGAs, as they
have been generated for MS equal to 7.1, 7.4 and 7.6. Such magnitudes are unlikely to
happen given the hazard of Thessaloniki. The time-histories for these magnitudes serve the
purpose of estimating structural stiffness degradation in a range that includes extensive
inelastic response. Furthermore, the structural response of SDOFs with a period lower than
0.50 s to time-histories with frequency content resulting from scaling in Incremental Dynamic
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Analysis [38] may be lower than the response to natural and synthetic records, while being
unbiased for SDOFs with a period higher than 0.70 s; the assessment of this bias may be
more complex for structures with multiple degrees of freedom [39]. Therefore, we consider
the selected synthetic time-histories suitable in the case of the studied low-rise building
models, which have a fundamental period lower than 0.50 s.

Fig. 3 a) PGAs of the suite of synthetic input motions generated for this study b) magnitudedistance pairs of each bin of input motions

4.2. Structural degradation and period elongation

The stiffness degradation ratio of structural elements is computed as a function of the total
drift. The stiffness degradation ratio is defined as the ratio of the secant modulus (Ksec) of the
moment-curvature loops (Fig. 4), which result at sections along the length of structural
elements, to the elastic stiffness (K0 = EI) of the sections. The elastic stiffness of the sections
is computed by taking into account the moment of inertia as the fraction of the moment of
inertia of the geometrical section, which fits moment-curvature results of fiber analysis.
Reinforced concrete members suffer stiffness reduction due to a series of effects irrelevant to
seismic loads such as shrinkage and static loads. Therefore, the period of an undamaged
building, which is computed based on pre-seismic measurements is the result of reduced
stiffness of reinforced concrete structural members in comparison to their geometric stiffness.
Fig. 4 shows the numerical results of the stiffness degradation ratio at the section of the foot
of an outer column on the ground floor of the C1M low-code model and at the section of the
edge of the adjoining beam. According to the numerical results in Fig. 4c the stiffness of the
column degrades at a faster rate, which indicates a probable yield of the column before the
beam. Power functions are computed at sections of the beam-column finite elements of the
models (excluding data of Ksec equal to 1.0) to estimate the variation of stiffness degradation
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between the ends of beams and columns and their middle sections. The location of the
sections along the length of the elements is defined by the Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule.

Fig. 4 a) Sections at the foot of an outer column and at the edge of the adjoining beam of the
C1M low-code model b) Secant modulus (Ksec) computation based on the moment-curvature
hysteretic loops resulting at element sections for each input motion c) The ratio of the secant
to the elastic modulus (K0) as a function of the total drift (θtotal) according to the results of the
inelastic analyses
Prismatic beam elements are used to model the degraded buildings, due to the fact that
stiffness degradation varies along the length of each element (e.g. at the top and at the foot
of a column more degradation is expected than at middle). The cross-section dimensions
remain constant from section to section of each element, however the bending stiffness
varies. The mean degraded stiffness at the sections of the finite elements is computed with
the analytical relationships, which were estimated based on the moment-curvature results.
The uncertainty associated with the estimated degraded stiffness is not taken into account.
The computed degraded stiffness corresponds to building response ranging from elastic to
extensively inelastic (i.e. total drift of 10-4 - 6·10-2). The degraded stiffness is then used in a
series of models with increasingly degraded stiffness in order to estimate their fundamental
period (T1,deg.). In this study the increase of the first eigenperiod (ΔΤ1) of the degraded
building relatively to the period of the original building (T1.orig.) is used as measure of period
elongation, given by Equation 6:

!"! =

!!,!"#. − !!,!"#$.
!!,!"#$.
(6)
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The ΔΤ1 as a function of total drift, which results from the modal analyses, is shown in Fig.
5a. Period elongation is observed for all building models for a total drift higher than 1·10-3.
Beyond this threshold, period elongation is higher for low-rise models than the mid-rise
models. The first eigenperiod elongation of the C2L model begins at a total drift of 6·10-4,
which is the lowest observed threshold of period elongation, while the C2M model has the
lowest rate of increase of period elongation.
Fig. 5b shows ΔT1 as a function of the maximum inter-story drift (θmax). The curves in
Fig. 5b result from the curves in Fig. 5a by computing the corresponding maximum drift using
analytical relationships for the maximum inter-story drift as a function of total drift (θtot). Such
functions were estimated for each building model. Fig. 6 shows the fit of analytical functions
to the numerical results of maximum versus total drift in the case of the C1M and C2M lowcode models. Table 2 lists the parameters of the fitted functions for all studied models and
the coefficient of determination (R2) in each case. Moment-resisting frame models C1L and
C1M have a higher analogy of maximum inter-story drift to total drift than the shear wall
models C2L and C2M of equal height.
In this study three damage states are considered and defined using thresholds of ΔT1
equal to 20 %, 40 % and 60 %. These thresholds cover the range of period elongation that
has been observed in reinforced concrete buildings with seismic damage up to Grade 3-4
[11]. The maximum inter-story and total drifts that correspond to the ΔT1 thresholds are
obtained from Fig. 5b and are listed in Table 3. Using the total drifts in Table 3 and the
analytical relationships for the stiffness degradation of the element sections, the stiffness of
the element sections is computed for each damage state. Buildings in the damage states are
then modeled using the values of the degraded stiffness of the element sections, which have
been computed for ΔT1 equal to 20 %, 40 % and 60 %.
Fig. 7 shows the ratio of the degraded stiffness of the prismatic structural elements of
the models for the C1M low-code building in damage state for ΔΤ1 equal to 20% and 40%. It
is noted that short-period structures (< 0.50 s) may demonstrate higher period elongation
than long-period structures and equal force reduction factor [10]. Therefore, the same
amount of period elongation may correspond to different damage levels for different
structures. In order to correspond period elongation to a damage level it would be first
required to assess the maximum inter-story drift threshold for that level and then to obtain the
period elongation from the curve of period elongation as a function of the drift. Moreover,
building-specific thresholds for the maximum inter-story drift would be required (e.g. by
means of IDA or pushover analysis). HAZUS sets the collapse threshold at a maximum interstory drift of 0.0500 and 0.0333 for C2L and C2M buildings, respectively, while Kappos [40]
at 0.02 for reinforced concrete buildings in Greece, which demonstrates that generic
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thresholds may not be suitable. However, the correspondence of ΔT1 with damage levels is
out of the scope of this study.

Fig. 5 Period elongation (ΔT1) of the studied building models as a function of (a) total and (b)
maximum inter-story drift

Fig. 6 Maximum inter-story drift as a function of total drift in the case of the (a) C1M and (b)
C2M low code building models
15

Table 2 Maximum inter-story drift as a power function of total drift (θmax = a·θtotb)
Building model
C1L Low code
C2L Low code
C3L Low code
C1M Low code
C1M Moderate code
C1M High code
C2M Low code

a
1.67
1.49
1.66
5.44
5.03
4.50
1.60

b
1.00
0.97
1.00
1.19
1.18
1.17
1.04

2

R
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

Table 3 Period elongation thresholds and the corresponding maximum inter-story drift (θmax)
and total drift (θtot) for the building models
ΔΤ1
C1L Low code
C2L Low code
C3L Low code
C1M Low code
C1M Moderate code
C1M High code
C2M Low code

20 %
0.0041
0.0013
0.0035
0.0058
0.0063
0.0078
0.0079

θmax
40 %
0.0062
0.0020
0.0051
0.0094
0.0102
0.0123
0.0170

60 %
0.0086
0.0030
0.0071
0.0137
0.0149
0.0175
0.0281

20 %
0.0024
0.0007
0.0021
0.0032
0.0035
0.0044
0.0060

θtot
40 %
0.0037
0.0011
0.0031
0.0049
0.0053
0.0065
0.0125

60 %
0.0051
0.0016
0.0042
0.0067
0.0073
0.0088
0.0203

Fig. 7 Ratio of the stiffness of the prismatic structural elements with varying section
properties to the stiffness of the corresponding elements in the initial C1M low-code building
model (K/K0) for ΔΤ1 equal to 20 % and 40 %
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4.3. Period elongation-based fragility curves and state-transition charts

Inelastic time history analyses of the models of the studied buildings in the defined periodelongation-based damage states are used in order to assess probabilistically seismic
demands and to compute the fragility curves of the models. The employed set of excitations
is the same with the suite of ground motions used in the analyses of the undamaged building
models. In Fig. 8 the fragility curves, which have been computed for the building models of
this study and for PGA as the intensity measure, give the probability of exceeding a period
elongation (ΔT1) of 20 %, 40 % and 60 % given that the building is in its original undamaged
state.
The uncertainties in the computation of the fragility curves are taken into account with
the lognormal standard deviation (β), which is constituted by three statistically independent
components: the lognormal standard deviations of the definition of the damage states,
structural capacity and seismic demand. The lognormal standard deviation of limit state
definition is assumed equal to 0.4. The lognormal standard deviation of structural capacity is
assumed equal to 0.25 and 0.30 in the case of high- and low-code building models,
respectively [22]. In the case of the medium-code building models it is assumed to be equal
to 0.28. The total lognormal standard deviation which results (as the sum of squares of its
three components) for the studied original and degraded building models is listed in Table 4.
A reduction of the total lognormal standard deviation is observed with increasing ΔT1 for all
building models and is more pronounced in the case of the C2L and C2M buildings.
Table 4 Lognormal standard deviation of the fragility curves (as a function of PGA) of the
building models in their original (ΔΤ = 0 %) and degraded states
Building
Type
C1L
C2L
C3L
C1M
C1M
C1M
C2M

Seismic
Design Level
Low code

Moderate code
High code
Low code

ΔΤ1 = 0 %
0.63
0.75
0.69
0.61
0.59
0.61
0.68

β
ΔΤ1 = 20 %
0.61
0.65
0.62
0.58
0.56
0.59
0.61

ΔΤ1 = 40 %
0.60
0.61
0.58
0.57
0.54
0.58
0.60

The maximum inter-story drift that corresponds to the ΔΤ1 threshold of 60 % in the case
of the C1L bare frame model and the C3L regularly infilled frame model is equal to 8.6·10-3
and 7.1·10-3, respectively (Table 3). Therefore, it is considered that the damage state with the
ΔΤ1 threshold of 60 % corresponds to a comparable level of damage for the two models, and
that the difference of their fragility curves (Fig. 8c) reflects the effect of infill walls. Likewise,
the fragility curves of C1M low- and moderate-code models for ΔΤ1 = 60 % are considered to
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correspond to a comparable degree of damage. The fragility curves of the C1M low- and
moderate-code models have no significant differences, which is anticipated given that these
models are similar in terms of stiffness and strength and have practically equal period
elongation curves (Fig. 5). The fragility curve for ΔΤ1 = 60 % of the C1M high-code model
has higher values than the curves of the moderate- and low-code C1M models. We consider
that this reflects the philosophy of modern-code design for inelastic response. Finally, we
observe in Fig. 8 that the fragility curves of the C2M model have lower values than the
curves of the C1M models for any of the three considered ΔΤ1 thresholds, possibly due to the
stiffness and strength of the shear wall, which is included in the model.
Three additional intensity measures are considered herein: pseudo-acceleration (PSA),
spectral displacement (Sd) for the first eigenperiod and mean spectral displacement (Sd,m)
between the first eigenperiod (T1) of the original building and the period which is 30 % higher
than T1. IMs, which are functions of T1, may lead to lower uncertainties [41]. Sd,m is used to
take into account transient period elongation, as it has the potential to lead to reduced
seismic demand uncertainty ([42]). Accurate estimations of transient period elongation
require time-frequency transform of the response. Here 30 % of transient period elongation is
adopted as a typical value. Fig. 9 shows fragility curves of the original building models for
PSA, Sd and Sd,m as the intensity measure. In Fig. 9b-c the fragility curves with Sd and Sd,m as
IM for the low-rise models (C1L, C2L, C3L) differ significantly from the fragility curves of the
rest building models, which are mid-rise. This is attributed to the difference between the
median of the fragility curves (Table 5). Such a difference is not observed in the PGA-based
fragility curves (Fig. 8) and more IM versus EDP relationships should be studied in further
studies. Table 6 shows the log standard deviation of the computed fragility curves of the
building models in their original state for the considered IMs. The log standard deviation of
the fragility curves for PSA and Sd are equal, as anticipated, as these IMs are equivalent as
far as efficiency is concerned [43]. The log standard deviation of the building models with the
lowest eigenperiods (C2L, C3L) are significantly higher than the rest and raises the question
of IM reliability as a function of building type and building period, in particular for strong level
of shaking.
Fig. 10 features six “state-transition charts”, which give the probability of exceeding ΔT1
thresholds given that the building models are in a lower damage state; e.g. Fig. 10b gives the
probability of exceeding ΔΤ1 = 60 % given that the building model is in a degraded state with
a period elongation of 0 %, 20 % or 40 %. The three curves in Fig. 10b are fragility curves
(for the probability of exceeding ΔΤ1 = 60 %) of three different building models: the original
undamaged C1L low-code model (ΔΤ1 = 0 %) and the models of the same building with
stiffness degradation corresponding to period elongation of 20 % and 40 %. All state
transition charts in Fig. 10 result likewise. State transition charts are computed for all
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buildings and all period elongation thresholds in this study. The index ti is used to denote the
time of a seismic event in an aftershock sequence, and ti-1 denotes the time of the previous
event. The fragility curves in the state transition charts are used to obtain the probabilities in
the right hand side of Equations 2-4, which compute elements of the transition matrices of
the Markov chain as a function of the IMs of the seismic events. We observe in Fig. 10a-f
that the probability of exceeding the period elongation thresholds is higher when the building
is in a degraded state (ΔT1 = 20% or 40 %) than when the building is in its undamaged state
(ΔT1 = 0 %). This observation agrees with the fact that seismic vulnerability increases with
structural degradation.
Table 5 Median of the fragility curves of the original building models for exceeding ΔΤ1 = 60
% as a function of the IMs in this study
Building
Type
C1L
C2L
C3L
C1M
C1M
C1M
C2M

Seismic
Design
Level
Low code

Mod. code
High code
Low Code

PGA
2
(m/s )
2.7
3.2
7.4
6.4
6.9
4.2
9.5

θΔΤ1 = 60%
PSA
Sd
2
(m/s )
(m)
5.8
0.033
7.4
0.006
17.9
0.018
15.2
0.145
16.9
0.162
8.5
0.088
24.1
0.085

Sd,m
(m)
0.047
0.012
0.034
0.184
0.205
0.110
0.137

Table 6 Log standard deviation of the fragility curves of the building models in their original
(ΔΤ = 0 %) as a function of the considered IMs
Building
Type
C1L
C2L
C3L
C1M
C1M
C1M
C2M

Seismic
Design
Level
Low code

Mod. code
High code
Low Code

β
PGA
0.64
0.75
0.69
0.61
0.59
0.61
0.68

PSA
0.65
0.78
0.71
0.62
0.60
0.60
0.70

Sd
0.65
0.78
0.71
0.62
0.60
0.60
0.70

Sd,m
0.64
0.78
0.71
0.63
0.61
0.60
0.70
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Fig. 8 Fragility curves of the building models for first eigenperiod elongation thresholds of (a)
20 % (b) 40 % and (c) 60 %
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Fig. 9 Fragility curves of the building models for first eigenperiod elongation (ΔT1) of 60 % for
(a) PSA (b) Sd and (c) Sd,m as the intensity measure
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Fig. 10 Probability of transition of the (a) C1L (b) C1M and (c) C2M low-code building models
from a period-elongation-based damage state at the previous time point (ΔΤ1(ti-1)) to a higher
damage state at a given time point (ΔΤ1(ti))
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5. TIME-VARIATION OF VULNERABILITY IN AFTERSHOCK SEQUENCES
The probability of exceedance of the three defined thresholds of period elongation are
computed for two cases of real aftershock sequences; the 1978 Thessaloniki (events with M
≥ 4.3 [44]) and the 1994 Northridge aftershock sequence ([45], [46]). The Northridge
sequence is employed because of its strong main shock and high number of aftershocks.
These two sequences are used to end the framework of the process shown in Fig. 2. For the
1978 Thessaloniki sequence the building location was selected assuming that the building is
part of the critical infrastructure of the port of the city without the intention of a specific
analysis, while for the Northridge case a hypothetical building location in the State of
California is used. The selected building locations have epicentral distances from the 1978
Thessaloniki and 1994 Northridge main shocks equal to 28.2 km and 16.0 km, respectively.
In the case of the Thessaloniki sequence the listed magnitudes in the seismicity catalog
([47], [48]) were not adjusted according to Roumelioti et al. [49], but were considered
practically equal to the moment magnitude according to Papazachos et al. [50] for simplicity.
The PGA at the base of the building for each seismic event is the mean PGA predicted by
the GMPE of Akkar and Bommer [51], as it is considered suitable for the tectonic setting of
Thessaloniki [31]. The same equation is also used in the case of the Northridge sequence for
consistency. The prediction of ground motion parameters such as the PGA is characterized
by significant uncertainty and an elaborate approach is recommended for detailed studies
including other GMPEs (e.g. [52]) and different types of excitation time series as in [53]. We
limit this study to the selected GMPE for simplicity, since our aim is the presentation of the
proposed framework.
Fig. 11 shows the moment magnitude (Mw)-epicentral distance (R) pairs of the two
sequences and the estimated PGAs during the aftershock periods resulting from the selected
building locations. The main differences of the two sequences are the intensity of the
shaking, the number of aftershocks and the occurrence time of the main shock in the
sequence. Given that the 1978 Thessaloniki main shock (Mw 6.5) has a distance of 28.2 km
from the assumed building location, the corresponding PGA is estimated at 0.8 m/s2, which is
lower than 1.5 m/s2 and 0.9 m/s2 estimated for the 1994 Northridge main shock (Mw 6.7) and
the largest aftershock (Mw 5.3) occurring on the 62nd day of the sequence. The number of
seismic events is 63 and 25 in the case of the Northridge and Thessaloniki sequence,
respectively. The main shock in the Northridge case is the first event in the sequence, while
in the case of Thessaloniki sequence it occurs on the 43th day. Therefore, the Northridge
case is a case study of the cumulative probability of exceeding damage levels starting from a
state with no structural degradation, and the case of the Thessaloniki sequence is
considered as a case study of buildings with accumulated damage before and after the main
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shock. In addition, the Northridge sequence is anticipated to lead to higher probabilities of
damage not only because of the more intense level of shaking due to the main shock, but
also because of the larger number of aftershocks.

Fig. 11 (a) Moment magnitude-distance pairs and (b) estimated PGAs during the aftershock
sequences
The elements of the state transition matrices (Eq. 1) are computed from the values of the
fragility curves for PGA produced by earthquakes in the sequence and used in the Markov
chain (Eq. 5) to compute the probabilities of the damage states at the time of the seismic
events. Equation 7 shows the matrix, which is computed using PGA as the intensity measure
in the case of the C1M Low-code model for the 1994 Northridge mainshock. Fig. 12 and Fig.
13 show the results of this computation for the studied buildings for the 1994 Northridge and
the 1978 Thessaloniki aftershock sequences, respectively. They also include the probability
of the building models to remain in a state with period elongation less than the lowest
threshold (ΔΤ1 < 20 %). The largest increases of the probability to exceed ΔΤ1 = 60 %
correspond to the main shock. In the case of the C2M model it amounts to 84 % and 82 % of
the total probability to exceed ΔΤ1 = 60 % during the 1994 Northridge and 1978 Thessaloniki
sequences, respectively.

!!!!

0.919
0.000
=
0.000
0.000

0.056
0.966
0.000
0.000

0.017
0.023
0.988
0.000

0.009
0.011
0.012
1.000
(7)
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Fig. 12 Probabilities of the considered four damage states (a-d) defined by period elongation
(ΔT1) thresholds of 20 %, 40 % and 60 % in the case of the 1994 Northridge aftershock
sequence for the studied building models
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Fig. 13 Probabilities of the considered four damage states (a-d) defined by period elongation
(ΔT1) thresholds of 20 %, 40 % and 60 % in the case of the 1978 Thessaloniki aftershock
sequence for the studied building models
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According to Zai et al. [54] aftershocks with a PGA less than half the PGA of the main shock
can be ignored. In the case of the Northridge sequence all aftershocks –except the
aftershock on the 62nd day–

have a PGA less than half the PGA of the main shock (Fig.

11b). In Fig. 12 it is observed that aftershocks after the 62nd day do not increase significantly
the probabilities of exceeding the damage state thresholds and therefore they could have
been ignored. In contrary, the aftershocks before the 62nd day lead to a significant increase
of the probabilities to exceed the damage state thresholds. Therefore they should not be
ignored, even if their PGAs are less than half the PGA of the mainshock. The significant
increase of the probabilities to exceed the ΔΤ1 thresholds, which takes place even before the
10th day of the Northridge sequence, is attributed to the high number of aftershocks in that
period.
The probabilities of exceedance of the ΔΤ1 thresholds are higher for the 1994 Northridge
(Fig. 12) than for the 1978 Thessaloniki sequence (Fig. 13) for all models. In both aftershock
sequences cases the C1L and C2L low-code and the C1M high-code models exhibit the
highest probabilities of exceedance of the ΔΤ1 thresholds. The difference between the
probabilities of exceedance of the defined thresholds between the C1L and the C3L models
is attributed to the presence of infill walls in the C3L model. Additionally, the probabilities of
exceedance of the period elongation thresholds for the low-code mid-rise C1M and C2M
models are lower than for the low-code low-rise C1L and C2L models. As far as the low-rise
and low-period structures are concerned such as the C2L (T1,orig, = 0.18 s) and C3L (T1,orig, =
0.20 s) models, the elongation of their period after the main shock could result to higher
spectral acceleration at their first eigenperiod, as spectral values are expected to increase in
that range. Therefore, in the case of low-period structures the increase of vulnerability due to
structural degradation may be accompanied by the increase of seismic loads.
In Table 7 the probability of exceedance of ΔΤ1 equal to 60 % due to the mainshocks
and due to all aftershocks in the sequence is listed for the building models in the study. The
ratio of these two probabilities for each model and aftershock sequence is also included. This
ratio shows the degree to which the threshold of ΔΤ1 = 60 % is more probable to be
exceeded by the end of the sequences due to damage accumulation and structural
degradation than by the main shock. This ratio is higher than 1.0 for all building models and
both sequences ranging from 1.19 to 2.07 for the low-rise models and from 1.10 to 1.31 for
the mid-rise. A possible explanation of the difference observed between the ratios for the
low-rise and the mid-rise models is that the ΔΤ1 threshold of 60 % for low-rise models
corresponds to less structural damage than for mid-rise models. This is confirmed by the
maximum inter-story drifts in Table 3 corresponding to this threshold. The maximum interstory drift that corresponds to ΔΤ1 = 60 % in the case of the C1L and the C1M low-code
model is equal to 0.0086 and 0.0137, respectively.
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Table 7 Ratio of the probability to exceed a first eigenperiod elongation (ΔΤ1) of 60 % due to
the aftershock sequences (including the main shocks) to the probability of exceedance only
due to the mainshock based on the computation with PGA as the intensity measure
P [ ΔΤ1 > 60 % ]
Building
Model

Thessaloniki 1978

Northridge 1994

Main
Shock

Aftershock
Sequence

Ratio

Main
Shock

Aftershock
Sequence

Ratio

C1L Low code

0.03626

0.06464

1.78

0.17760

0.26333

1.48

C2L Low code

0.03950

0.08173

2.07

0.15897

0.24598

1.55

C3L Low code

0.00097

0.00125

1.29

0.00973

0.01160

1.19

C1M Low code

0.00067

0.00077

1.15

0.00893

0.01008

1.13

C1M Mod. code

0.00030

0.00033

1.10

0.00497

0.00546

1.10

C1M High code

0.00541

0.00710

1.31

0.04577

0.05622

1.23

C2M Low code

0.00028

0.00034

1.22

0.00347

0.00414

1.19

Table 8 Probability to exceed period elongation (ΔΤ1) of 60 % due to the 1978 Thessaloniki
aftershock sequence (including the main shock) according to the computations based on
different intensity measures
P [ ΔΤ1 > 60% ]
Building
Model

PGA

PSA

Sd

Sd,m

C1L Low code

0.06464

0.01743

0.08219

0.02147

C2L Low code

0.08173

0.06737

0.53248

0.33341

C3L Low code

0.00125

0.00141

0.20930

0.04948

C1M Low code

0.00077

0.00005

0.00016

0.00004

C1M Mod. code

0.00033

0.00001

0.00005

0.00001

C1M High code

0.00710

0.00071

0.00176

0.00060

C2M Low code

0.00034

0.00007

0.00273

0.00021

Table 8 gives the probability of exceedance of ΔΤ1 equal to 60 % in the case of the 1978
Thessaloniki aftershock sequence according to the intensity measure. According to the
results, the building models, which have the highest and the lowest probability to exceed
period elongation of 60 %, regardless of the intensity measure, are the C2L low-code and the
C1M moderate-code model, respectively. The probabilities for the low-rise models are
generally higher than those for the mid-rise models, especially when Sd and Sd,m are
considered. Moreover, the computed probabilities in Table 8 for a single building model vary
significantly depending on the employed IM. Such differences are anticipated, considering
that the probability of exceedance of a damage state threshold for a single seismic event
also varies depending on the IM and the dispersion of the fragility curves, and that
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differences are increased in a computation for a chain of seismic events as an aftershock
sequence.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The elongation of the period of reinforced concrete buildings is considered a reliable and
effective measure for assessing probabilistically structural degradation after a strong
earthquake. In addition, eigenperiod measurements are considered equally efficient with a
red-orange-green traffic light classification based on visual inspection of buildings for signs of
physical degradation and can be used complementarily in critical urban areas or buildings
part of critical infrastructures. Therefore the presented framework employs the elongation of
the first eigenperiod of a building as the engineering demand parameter. Period elongation
corresponds to the shift of the period value between before and after an event. It does not
correspond to transient period elongation during an earthquake due to inelastic effects. It
may not be suitable for structures with significant contribution of higher modes to their
response.
The presented framework may be used to assess the variation of the vulnerability of
reinforced concrete structures during cascading seismic events and it is applied in the case
of two aftershock sequences. The main contribution of this framework is the assessment of
vulnerability variation based on period elongation and the potential of the framework to use
as input synthetic aftershock sequences. Using as input synthetic aftershock sequences,
generated after the mainshock in the context of operational forecasting, offers the potential to
assess risk and provide decision-making support in such crisis periods. The proposed
procedure can be used for RC buildings with a structural system of moment resisting frames,
shear walls, or a dual system and for recorded or forecasted series of seismic events in order
to estimate the history of structural deterioration of a building over a time period. Moreover,
this framework gives the stiffness degradation ratio of the structural elements of a building
and allows a probabilistic localization of seismic damage in RC buildings, which could be
used for operative management of a seismic crisis.
A series of results from example applications of the proposed framework for the 1994
Northridge and 1978 aftershock sequences are presented. A comprehensive analysis of
seismic risk during aftershock sequences and a sensitivity analysis is out of the scope of this
article. According to the results, the vulnerability of reinforced concrete buildings increases
due to structural damage accumulation by consequent seismic events. It is shown that the
probability of exceeding a damage state threshold due to the main shocks is higher than for
any other event in the aftershock sequences of the case studies, but it is only a fraction of
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the cumulative probability of exceedance for the duration of the sequences. The probability of
damage state threshold exceedance according to the numerical results for the case studies
of the aftershock sequences of the 1978 Thessaloniki and the 1994 Northridge earthquake is
increasing with time but with a decreasing rate similarly to the increase of the failure
probability during an aftershock sequence period as estimated by Iervolino et al. [4]. The
probability to exceed ΔΤ1 = 60 % during the aftershock sequences is computed equal to 110
% - 207 % of the probability to exceed this threshold due only to the mainshock. It is also
observed that the probability of damage increases even for aftershocks with a PGA less than
half the predicted PGA for the main shock, although according to other studies the effect of
such aftershocks could be ignored [54]. Moreover, the assumption that period elongation of
60 % corresponds to a state near collapse in the case of the mid-rise models is in agreement
with the empirical estimations by Katsanos and Sextos [10] of the period elongation of
structures with an elastic period of 0.60 s and a force-reduction factor of 3.
In this study, we assume that the response of plane numerical models is representative
of the response of the actual three-dimensional buildings, as it is a commonly assumed in
seismic vulnerability studies. We also ignore the effect of structural damage accumulation on
the damping, and any potential degradation of strength of the structural elements.
Furthermore, the sensitivity of the numerical results on the type of input time-histories is not
investigated and we assumed a bilinear moment-curvature hysteretic response model for the
structural elements acknowledging probable differences in response compared to multi-linear
models [55]. In the context of a risk analysis, uncertainties related to PGA and other intensity
measures have to be carefully addressed, as well as the sensitivity of structural response on
the type of excitation time histories. Moreover a site- and building-specific study, which will
account for amplification of ground motion due to site effects, should be conducted in order
to obtain realistic risk estimates.
The fact that the framework is based on building period elongation, which is a difference
from previous work on this topic, permits to use measurements of building period elongation
for updating the starting vector of the Markov chain and thus efficiently updating the
assessment of the variation of vulnerability during an aftershock sequence. Therefore, thanks
to this framework, we can propose the implementation of an operative Structural Health
Monitoring system for building-specific analysis, tracking continuously after a mainshock the
variation of frequency and computing the time variation of seismic vulnerability.
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